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Meeting Venue Committee Charter
The ad hoc Meeting Venue Committee is formed by The Board of Directors specifically to address options available
to alleviate/mitigate member concerns (attached) regarding the existing meeting venue of the Turkey Lounge at the
Angus Barn.
Desired # of Members: 3
Time Commitment:
 January/February/March - 15 to 40 hours (depending on number of options/alternatives explored and
method of exploration)
o Final Deliverable: Written report of options and recommendation presented to the Board of
Directors at their March 2017 Board meeting. The Board will review and either request further
follow up from the Committee or prepare for presentation to the general club membership.
End of January Deliverable - The first recommendation of the Meeting Venue Committee will deal with
recommendations on how to remain sensitive to the support of RTP Corvettes by the Angus Barn over the years.
They have provided free meeting space, free appetizers and free soda’s/iced tea. The Committee will recommend
options regarding the form, frequency and method of communication to general club membership given this issue.
E-mail recommendations to the Board of Directors.
Minimum Options to Explore:
1.
2.
3.

Stay in Turkey Lounge at Angus Barn and formulate plan for improvements to mitigate issues voiced in
survey. Explore costs for better sound system, etc.
Stay at Angus Barn in another area, if possible. Explore costs, if any, etc.
Investigate options for moving to another facility. Provide suggestions of other locations.
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Comment

Category

Club has grown out of current facility.
We are constrained by the venue….little opportunity to move around
and talk to people.
Larger area with better seating
Change the location. It’s a challenge to hear everything and folks
typically sit in the same area. Create an icebreaker to mix-up the
clicks.
Love the Angus Barn!
We need to see if we can meet in another room which is larger. I love
the Angus Barn as a meeting place. It offers great amenities and good
parking. It’s a “draw” whenever I invite people.
I think more interaction requires a different meeting venue.
Club meeting location is not conducive for a business meeting.
You/we need to look at other meeting spaces…we have outgrown the
Wild Turkey Lounge and the people on back side of bar are somewhat
left out of proceedings. I know that some people enjoy the “free”
food and soft drinks but everyone in this club can afford to pay for
these items if they were not gratis.
Keep doing events like Biltmore and Angus Barn club meetings and
Holiday Party at these locations are some top tier events that no
other club can boast!
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